FAMILY SHEET SECKEL LOEW NEUSTAEDTEL
OF SCHOPFLOCH
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family names were only adopted around 1813

SECKEL LOEW NEUSTAEDTEL
cattle dealer + cloth merchant in Schopfloch
born 10 Aug 1787 Schopfloch, died 16 Jan 1855 Schopfloch
parents = ?
made (1) ca 1813

SCHENLE GOLDSCHEIDER
born 16 Dec 1789 Fuerth, died 10 Jul 1841 Schopfloch
father = Aron Hirsch Goldscheider (26 Dec 1733 - 17 Mar 1821)
+ wife Jochebet nee Oppenheimer (ca 1747 - 10 May 1832)
made (2) 16 Jan 1843

KAROLINE ELKAN
born 12 Jan 1802 Moenchsroth, died ? Schopfloch
parents = Benjamin Hirsch Elkan + wife Madel

SO FAR KNOWN CHILDREN (both born in Schopfloch):

(01) LEA
28 Nov 1814 - 04 Apr 1874 (died in Schopfloch)
made 9 Sep 1834
Moses Wolf Hamburger from Schopfloch
17 Mar 1800 - 30 Mar 1855 (died in Schopfloch)
parents = Wolf Samuel Hamburger + wife Maile
Lea was Moses Wolf's second wife

(02) EVA
12 Aug 1817 - 1892 died in Fuerth
made 20 Jul 1842
Nathan Ehrlich
District Rabbi in Schopfloch
12 Apr 1807 - 19 May 1872 (died in Schopfloch)
parents = Moses Jacob Ehrlich + wife
Klaerchen nee Bechhöfer
(see own family sheet)

(A)  Seckel Loew Neustaedtel had a sister Hindel (Henriette) who married
    ca 1820/21 Samuel Benjamin Schoenemann in Hainsfarth.